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Summary

A recent working paper has found that although the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)’s audit selection processes are ostensibly “race-blind,” Black tax filers are 2.9 to 4.7 times as likely to be audited by the IRS as non-Black tax filers.¹ Our report summarizes the paper’s conclusions, explains what we do and do not know about the causes of these disparities, and outlines next steps for policymakers to address racial disparities in audit selection.

These steps include modifying the IRS’s confidential audit selection algorithms, reporting publicly and regularly on the causes of audit disparities, removing imbalanced reporting requirements that place far more attention on refundable tax credits than on much larger sources of tax non-compliance, improving the correspondence audit process, and investing in further research. Such actions are needed for the Biden Administration to deliver on IRS Commissioner Nominee Daniel Werfel’s commitment to release a report on racial audit disparities within his first 60 days in office, and the Biden Administration’s February 16th Executive Order directing federal agencies to “prevent and remedy discrimination, including by protecting the public from algorithmic discrimination.”²

1 Stark Disparities in Audit Rates between Black and Non-Black Tax Filers

Previously, other researchers have noted that it is likely Black tax filers are audited by the IRS at disproportionate rates. For years, public data has shown that households claiming the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) are audited more frequently than other households, and EITC claimants are disproportionately Black (due to a wide range of discriminatory policies and structural barriers that have left Black workers over-represented in low-wage jobs).³ But because
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federal income tax returns do not collect information on the race and ethnicity of tax filers, there has been no direct evidence on whether Black filers are more likely to face audits than non-Black filers.

The new working paper by Hadi Elzayn (Stanford University), Evelyn Smith (University of Michigan), Thomas Hertz (U.S. Treasury Department), Arun Ramesh (University of Chicago), Robin Fisher (U.S. Treasury Department), Daniel Ho (Stanford University), and Jacob Goldin (University of Chicago and U.S. Treasury Department) estimates the likely racial identity of tax filers based on their first names, last names, and home addresses listed on tax returns, and then compares audit rates for Black and non-Black tax filers.

Elzayn, Smith, et al. find that audit disparities between EITC claimants and those without EITC claims explain only about a fifth of the overall audit disparity between Black and non-Black tax filers. Instead, nearly 80% of the overall disparity is driven by differences within the population of EITC claimants selected for audits. Black EITC claimants are 2.9 to 4.4 times as likely to be audited as non-Black EITC claimants.

Black EITC claimants remain more likely than non-Black EITC claimants to be audited even among families of the same household composition, family size, and income. For example, among unmarried men that claim children for the EITC, Black tax filers are more than twice as likely to be audited as non-Black tax filers.

Furthermore, audit rate disparities cannot be fully explained by “true” differences in tax under-reporting between Black and non-Black tax filers claiming the EITC. The researchers sorted tax filers into ten equally sized groups based on the dollars of under-reported tax ultimately identified during audits, and they found that within each group, Black tax filers were more likely to be selected for audits than non-Black tax filers.

The paper notes that racial disparities in audit selection could compound financial insecurity that Black tax filers are already more likely to experience than non-Black filers because of barriers to employment and wealth-building erected by public policy and private discrimination. For example, the working paper states that tax audits “can exacerbate financial strain for the lowest income taxpayers – whose tax refunds are typically frozen while an audit is in place”; there is suggestive evidence that audits can deny tax benefits to filers who are truly eligible simply because they cannot make it through a burdensome audit process; and prior research shows that
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4 Elzayn, Smith, et al., supra note 1.

the experience of being audited discourages tax filers from claiming the EITC in future years even when they are likely eligible for the credit.6

2 Why Is This Happening? An Overview of Four Possible Factors

The IRS selects tax returns for audits using several confidential processes, including by using algorithms it has designed to identify potential tax non-compliance. In this context, an “algorithm” is simply a series of calculations that follow a set of rules, the results of which the IRS uses to decide (or help decide) which filers to audit. For example, about half7 of tax returns audited by the IRS’s Small Business and Self-Employed Division in 2018 were selected using a model that assigns “scores” based on the likelihood of identifying tax under-reporting. The rules for calculating that score are an “algorithm.”8

But the IRS keeps private the full details of how its audit selection algorithms and other processes work – otherwise, the most unscrupulous would-be tax evaders might use that information to avoid being selected for audit. And it is not clear what exact share of audits the IRS selects exclusively or partially using an algorithm.

Indeed, the IRS did not even give the authors of the paper full information about its audit selection algorithms and processes. This means that the paper cannot fully explain what features of those algorithms – and other aspects of tax administration – drive the racial disparities that the paper uncovered.

Instead, Elzayn, Smith, et al. create some illustrative audit algorithms. These illustrations give important clues in four main areas about what could be driving racial disparities in IRS audit algorithms and other processes. Before discussing each in more detail, we outline them here:

a. The choice of “targets” for audit selection algorithms. We do not know whether the IRS’s audit algorithms aim to select filers who are most likely to owe any dollars of under-reported tax; concentrate audits on filers likely to owe the largest dollar amounts of tax; target audit resources to those with the highest “return on investment” or ROI (i.e.,
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8 The IRS’s Discriminant Function System (DIF) is a “supervised machine learning” algorithm. Supervised machine learning algorithms use historical data (where an outcome of interest is known) to “train” a model to identify that outcome in future data, based on the characteristics most associated with that outcome in the historical dataset. In this case, the DIF uses audit data from previous years to identify which characteristics from tax returns are most closely associated with tax under-reporting and uses those characteristics to assign a DIF score to each return. In contrast, a conventional algorithm would require the IRS to specify up front the set of rules used to select tax returns for audit (for example, based on characteristics that independent research has identified as key drivers of tax non-compliance). For more on the DIF algorithm, see: Getaneh Yismaw, Drew Johns, Taukir Hussain, Jonathan Creem, and Mary-Helen Risler, “Enhancing Return Risk Assessment for Examination: Recent DIF (Discriminant Function) Model Updates,” IRS Research Bulletin, June 24, 2021, https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p1500.pdf#page=161.
dollars recovered relative to costs per audit); or target some other criteria. However, the paper shows that, in general, algorithms targeting the presence of tax under-reporting disproportionately audit Black filers while algorithms targeting the magnitude of tax under-reporting audit Black filers at lower rates. Furthermore, algorithms that specifically target overclaims of refundable tax credits, rather than tax under-reporting in general, produce significant racial audit disparities.

b. Tax filer characteristics used for audit selection. Once an audit algorithm is given a target (say, the likelihood of having any tax under-reporting), it will select tax returns for audits based on the characteristics of tax filers that are most closely associated with the measure of tax non-compliance that is being targeted. Because race is not directly reported on tax returns or in other administrative data that the IRS uses, it cannot be one of the characteristics directly used to identify tax non-compliance or to select returns for audit. However, certain characteristics may nevertheless be highly correlated with race and drive racial audit disparities – we explain further below.

c. IRS funding constraints. External constraints, such as lack of funding for more complex audits, can contribute to racial disparities in audit selection. The Inflation Reduction Act’s $80 billion investment can help narrow racial audit disparities by reducing the share of all audits that target EITC claimants (who drive most of the overall disparity) and increasing audits on high-income tax filers (who are disproportionately non-Black).\(^9\) Budget constraints also likely contribute to audit disparities within the population of EITC claimants. EITC claimants with business income are more likely to be non-Black but are less likely to be audited than EITC claimants without business income, potentially because audits involving business income are more expensive to administer.

d. Burdensome audit processes with racially disparate impacts leading to a “doom loop.” We have previously explained that a potentially significant share of EITC recipients are unable to navigate the IRS’s complex audit processes and have their claims denied by default, despite meeting the credit’s eligibility criteria.\(^10\) The administrative burdens of IRS audit processes likely fall heaviest on tax filers with limited access to professional representation and other barriers to navigating the audit process. And these characteristics could potentially be correlated with race, because of both “historical racism and contemporary patterns of racial discrimination and bias.”\(^11\)

Algorithms that “learn” from historical audit outcomes which tax filers are least likely to successfully navigate burdensome audit processes may compound racial audit disparities over time, by disproportionately selecting those with the steepest barriers to defending themselves during an IRS audit.
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\(^10\) Bryant et al., *supra* note 5.

\(^11\) Huang and Taylor, *supra* note 3.
Below, we review each of these four factors in more detail and explain what the working paper does and does not tell us about each of them. Key questions remain unanswered, so lawmakers should take immediate action to address racial audit disparities and to understand more completely what is causing them.

2.1 The Choice of “Targets” for Audit Selection Algorithms

Elzayn, Smith, et al. were not given full information on the IRS’s audit selection processes and algorithms for their study. Instead, they built several illustrative audit selection models\footnote{The paper refers to these as “counterfactual” models.} that demonstrate how algorithmic design choices can either exacerbate or reduce racial disparities in audit selection.\footnote{These models were “trained” to predict under-reporting among EITC claimants based on audit data from the IRS’s National Research Program (NRP). Unlike the operational audits the IRS conducts for day-to-day compliance purposes, NRP audits are conducted on a “stratified random sample” of tax filers within different income and other categories. That is, the purpose of NRP audits is to produce information about non-compliance within different tax filing populations, rather than seeking to only audit those most likely to be non-compliant.}

For example, they compared the racial disparities created by two illustrative models given different “targets:”\footnote{The study refers to this as the “prediction model objective.”} one that selected tax returns based on the likelihood that they had any under-reported tax above $100 and another that selected returns with the highest dollar amounts of under-reported tax. For example, say these models estimate, based on information that the IRS has and based on past audit data results, that filer A is likely to owe $100, and filer B is equally likely to owe $1,000. The first illustrative audit algorithm will rank these filers equally for audit selection, while the second illustrative algorithm will rank B for selection over filer A.

The model targeting the magnitude of underreporting not only collected more revenue than the alternative model, but also audited Black EITC claimants at lower rates than non-Black EITC claimants. In contrast, the model predicting any dollars of under-reporting audited Black EITC claimants at significantly higher rates than their non-Black counterparts.

As one of the paper’s authors, Evelyn Smith, explained: “the choice to focus on whether there is underreporting, as opposed to the magnitude of underreporting, is connected to broader structural sources of economic inequality and racial justice.”\footnote{Katharine Miller, “IRS Disproportionately Audits Black Taxpayers,” Stanford University Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence,” January 31, 2023, https://hai.stanford.edu/news/irs-disproportionately-audits-black-taxpayers.} Black tax filers have lower incomes on average than non-Black tax filers, because of centuries of racist policies and systems that have created structural barriers to economic opportunity.\footnote{Huang and Taylor, supra note 3.} As a result, Black tax filers generally have less income to misreport on their tax returns. This means that “focusing audits on the amount of
underreported income will disproportionately end up focusing on higher income individuals who are less likely to be Black taxpayers.”

Actual IRS algorithms and audit processes may not explicitly aim to subject a filer owing an estimated $100 to an equal chance of being audited as a filer estimated to owe $1,000. But other choices in what algorithms are targeting could, in less obvious ways, prioritize selecting tax filers with any dollars of tax under-reporting rather than higher dollar amounts of under-reporting.

For example, IRS algorithms might target some measure of the expected “return on investment” (ROI) for audits, taking into account not only the tax dollars recovered, but also the costs of conducting audits. As discussed further in section 2.3, audits of filers likely to owe higher dollar amounts of under-reported tax may be systematically more expensive to conduct (relative to the amount of tax likely to be owed) than audits of returns likely to generate lower amounts. Black tax filers in general, and Black EITC claimants specifically, are also less likely to have items on their tax returns (such as substantial amounts of “business income”) that are more resource-intensive to audit. As a result, algorithms with ROI-based targets could be producing racial disparities in audit selection by systematically selecting tax filers that are the “cheapest” to audit, all else equal, even if those tax filers are responsible for fewer dollars of tax under-reporting on average.

As discussed in more detail in section 2.4, this could be especially problematic if the costs of conducting audits, and audit outcomes, bear no relationship to underlying tax non-compliance, but simply reflect the extent to which some tax filers face greater barriers to navigating burdensome IRS audit processes than others. It might be “cheaper” to audit tax filers that the IRS considers least likely to successfully challenge any tax under-reporting identified. And if the barriers to completing the IRS audit process tend to fall heaviest on Black tax filers, they could be audited at higher rates for reasons that have nothing to do with underlying tax compliance.

There are other ways that the choice of “targets” for audit selection algorithms can create racial disparities. Elzayn, Smith, et al. created another illustrative model designed to specifically identify over-claiming of refundable tax credits (including the EITC, Child Tax Credit, and American Opportunity Tax Credit), instead of tax under-reporting for any reason. This audit selection model recovered fewer total dollars of under-reported tax and created larger audit disparities between Black and non-Black EITC claimants than the other models tested.

The researchers designed this illustrative model because refundable tax credits are scrutinized disproportionately under reporting for “improper payments,” and this imbalance could be

17 Miller, supra note 15.

18 If they are also estimated to have the same likelihood of owing each of those amounts respectively.

19 Indeed, there is a full spectrum of algorithms lying between the two illustrated targets.

reflected in the IRS’s audit selection criteria. Under the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)’s inappropriate interpretation of the Payment Integrity Information Act (PIIA), the IRS and Treasury are required to report more frequently and in more detail on refundable tax credit error than on other sources of tax non-compliance that contribute more to the “tax gap” (the gap between federal taxes paid and taxes owed).²¹

Again, we do not know what targets are used in the IRS’s actual audit selection algorithms, and to what extent unbalanced systems like the “Improper Payments” regime factor into how the IRS designs algorithms. But the working paper clearly shows that algorithmic design choices, such as the measures of tax non-compliance used and the types of non-compliance prioritized, can drive substantial racial disparities in audit selection.

2.2 Tax Filer Characteristics Used for Audit Selection

Once a “target” has been chosen, audit selection algorithms identify which filers are most likely to have tax under-reporting based on certain characteristics on their tax returns and other sources of IRS administrative data. Importantly, if IRS audit selection algorithms work like most other “machine learning” algorithms, the characteristics used to select tax filers for audits may not directly cause tax non-compliance – they only need to be correlated with tax non-compliance for the IRS to prioritize them in the audit selection process.

There is some information publicly available about the types of characteristics that the IRS’s algorithms use to identify tax under-reporting. For example, many EITC returns are automatically flagged for audits under the IRS’s Dependent Database Program, which checks information about dependents claimed on tax returns against other internal IRS data and administrative data from other federal agencies like the Social Security Administration. But the exact inputs underlying the IRS’s audit selection algorithms, and which characteristics are given the heaviest weight when selecting tax filers for audit, are unknown.

In this study, Elzayn, Smith, et al. trained their illustrative audit algorithms to identify tax under-reporting based on characteristics that available evidence suggests are used in the IRS’s actual algorithms, including information on income reported on tax returns, deductions claimed, and flags for any incorrectly claimed dependents.

Because race is not reported on tax returns or in other IRS administrative data, it cannot be one of the characteristics directly used to identify tax non-compliance and select returns for audit. However, certain characteristics may nevertheless be highly associated with race and drive racial audit disparities. For example, Smith noted in a recent interview that Black tax filers may be
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more likely to have errors related to claiming dependents on their tax returns because of overly complex eligibility criteria for the EITC that are insufficiently inclusive.22

However, as described above, differences between Black and non-Black tax filers in household structure do not fully explain audit disparities.23 Because Elzayn, Smith, et al. did not have access to the details of IRS algorithms, the study could not answer the following key questions:

- What characteristics used to identify potential tax under-reporting in the IRS’s audit selection algorithms are most associated with race?
- Which of these characteristics contribute most to audit selection disparities?24

For instance, we do not currently know whether factors such as claiming the EITC or filing a tax return for the first time increase the chance of selection for audit. And we do not know how strongly such factors are associated with race. If such factors are used in audit selection, and they are associated with race, they could simply be reflecting unequal barriers to accessing reliable guidance and assistance for filing tax returns and claiming tax benefits. Policymakers should respond by removing those barriers rather than letting them determine downstream compliance and audit activity in a way that compounds racial inequities.

The study emphasizes the importance of understanding what factors are used by IRS algorithms to select filers for audits, and which of these factors introduce racial disparities into audit selection.

2.3 IRS Funding Constraints

Between 2010 and 2021, the IRS’s overall budget was cut by about 20% and funding for IRS enforcement activities by about 23%, after adjusting for inflation.25 These budget constraints have caused audit rates on higher-income filers and large corporations to plummet faster over the past decade than audits on returns with EITC claims, because the latter are much less expensive to conduct.


23 It is unclear what exact share of the disparity between Black and non-Black EITC filers can be explained by the combination of differences in household composition, income, and other factors that the paper examines, because the paper looks at each of these factors individually but does not explicitly show how the combination of these factors affects racial disparities. The paper displays audit rates by race within key subgroups of interest, such as single men with dependents in Figure 6. See Elzayn, Smith, et. al, supra note 1.

24 This will be determined based on a combination of how associated a characteristic is with race, and how much weight is placed on that characteristic when selecting tax filers for audit.

The Inflation Reduction Act’s $80 billion investment in the IRS will allow the agency to shift tax enforcement focus away from low-income filers and towards higher-income tax filers and corporations. Smooth implementation of that funding can potentially help narrow racial audit disparities. Even though this paper found that racial audit disparities are driven primarily by differences within the population of EITC claimants (as described above), a fifth of the current top-line disparity is driven by disparities between EITC and non-EITC filers. Using the $80 billion for its intended purpose of increasing compliance among (and, accordingly, audits on) high-income filers (who are disproportionately non-Black)26 will mechanically reduce the factor by which audit rates for Black tax filers exceed those for non-Black tax filers.

Further, the paper shows that IRS budget constraints can also affect the allocation of audits within the population of EITC filers. Only about 7% of EITC claimants under audit have “substantial business income,” even though these tax filers may be responsible for a disproportionate share of tax under-reporting among EITC recipients. The IRS may conduct relatively fewer audits on EITC claimants with business income because they cost nearly $400 per audit to complete, compared to about $30 per audit for EITC claimants without business income.27 Non-Black EITC claimants are also more likely to have substantial business income on their returns than Black EITC claimants.

Elzayn, Smith, et al. illustrate how resource limitations can exacerbate racial audit disparities among EITC claimants. They imposed a constraint on each counterfactual model that they created, requiring the models to select the “status quo ratio of business to non-business EITC returns for audit.” For each model tested, this constraint reduced the total dollars of tax under-reporting identified and increased the share of Black tax filers selected for audits. Yet again, we do not know whether such constraints are incorporated in the IRS’s confidential audit algorithms, but it is clear that funding limitations can drive racial disparities in audit selection.

2.4 Administrative Burden “Doom Loop”

While the IRS conducts several types of audits, the vast majority of EITC claimants are audited via correspondence examination (by mail), rather than by office audit (in-person at an IRS location), or field audit (in-person at the tax filer’s home). Correspondence audits are significantly cheaper for the IRS to conduct because they take significantly less time to close – on average, only two hours per audit, compared to 34 hours per in-person audit.28 As EITC claimants are disproportionately Black, it is therefore unsurprising that Elzayn, Smith, et al. found that a higher share of Black filers is selected for correspondence audits than non-Black filers. In contrast, Black and non-Black tax filers are selected for field audits and office audits at roughly similar rates.

26 Cronin, DeFilippes, and Fisher, supra note 9.

27 Miller, supra note 15.

With the Center for Taxpayer Rights, we have written previously about the substantial administrative burdens that the correspondence audit process imposes on low-income tax filers claiming the EITC. IRS letters and forms are difficult to understand, documents verifying eligibility can be onerous to track down, and IRS phone lines are often too swamped with calls for tax filers to reach customer service representatives. For these reasons, the majority of EITC claimants undergoing correspondence audits either do not respond at all or respond insufficiently to IRS inquiries and have the credit denied by default.

These administrative burdens are deeply tied to discrimination and policy barriers to full economic and social inclusion that are inequitably distributed by race. As an OMB report implementing the Biden Administration’s Executive Order on Advancing Racial Equity has noted, administrative burdens “do not fall equally on all entities and individuals, leading to disproportionate underutilization of critical services and programs, as well as unequal costs of access, often by the people and communities who need them the most.” For example, if hypothetically, Black tax filers are less likely to have access to a Low Income Taxpayer Clinic (LITC) or a Taxpayer Assistance Center (TAC) where they could seek in-person assistance, they may have more difficulty navigating the audit process. If the administrative burdens of IRS audit processes fall heaviest on Black tax filers, they could be more likely to lose access to the EITC and other tax benefits during audits than non-Black tax filers.

Elzayn, Smith, et al. did not explicitly explore this possibility in their working paper, but if the IRS uses historical data from audit outcomes to predict non-compliance and select tax returns for audit, their algorithms could create a “doom loop.” Tax filers that face the greatest barriers to overcoming administrative burdens during the correspondence audit process may be disproportionately Black or other people of color. As a result, these tax filers may be more likely to owe tax dollars on audit, due to non-response or partial response to the audit process, rather than because of any difference in the likelihood that their original return was in fact non-compliant. Over time, the IRS’s algorithms may be “learning” from previous audit outcomes to disproportionately select Black tax filers for audits. Rather than reflecting the “true” accuracy
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29 Bryant et al., supra note 5.
30 Manoli et al., supra note 6.
33 This pattern could emerge on net even if the algorithm does not increase audit selection risk for specific filers who have been audited and owed any amounts in the past. However, such selection criteria would create an even more direct feedback loop that could compound racial disparities in audit selection. Again, we do not know whether IRS audit algorithms work in this way.
of returns, this means filers who have the greatest difficulty making it through complex audit processes keep being selected.\textsuperscript{34}

Other audit selection choices and algorithm rules could have similar impacts. For instance, the IRS’s Dependent Database Program is calibrated (at least in part) to minimize the “no-change rate” (the probability that an audit ends with no change in taxes owed). This could have a similar impact of concentrating audit selection on those who face the greatest barriers to making it through an audit without a change to an initial return rather than on those who are most non-compliant, potentially with racially disparate impacts.

Likewise, to the extent that audit algorithms include some measure of ROI, this could end up intensifying audit risks for those who face a correspondence audit but do not respond to it at all—likely one of the cheapest audit outcomes for the IRS to administer. ROI could be relatively high for such returns even if the amounts owed are small. We do not know whether non-response rates are higher for Black than non-Black filers due to higher administrative burdens, but if so, this dynamic could be driving racial disparities in audit selection.

3 What Policymakers Should Do Next

The working paper provides strong evidence of large racial disparities in audit selection and illustrates how audit selection algorithms can have disparate impacts by race even when they do not explicitly use race. The Biden Administration can take immediate steps to increase the understanding of what causes racial audit disparities and make progress on reducing them:

\textbf{a. Modify audit algorithms.} Important lessons learned from this paper can be used immediately to examine and modify confidential IRS audit selection models. For example, the paper makes clear that prioritizing tax filers for audits based on the magnitude of predicted tax under-reporting, rather than the mere presence of tax under-reporting can reduce racial audit disparities. It is also clear that targeting overpayments of refundable tax credits during audits, rather than other types of tax under-reporting, can exacerbate disparities. Such practices should be immediately addressed.

\textbf{b. Report publicly and regularly on audit disparities.}

\textit{i. Report within 60 days.} In his confirmation hearing for the role of IRS Commissioner, Daniel Werfel committed to releasing a report on the audit disparities documented between Black and non-Black tax filers within his first 60

This report should clearly identify and explain what elements of audit selection algorithms are causing these disparities and describe the steps the IRS will take to address them. It should also include commitments to report further and regularly on these issues in the years to come. This report should address specific questions including:

1. What are the “targets” chosen for various IRS audit selection algorithms, and how do those targets affect racial audit disparities?

   A. To what extent do IRS algorithms or other parts of the audit selection process prioritize selecting returns for audits that are likely to owe any dollars of under-reported tax, rather than the largest dollar amounts of under-reported tax?

   B. Do funding limits cause the IRS to constrain their audit selection models to prioritize the types of audits that are cheaper to conduct (such as correspondence audits) either directly or by including some calculation of “ROI” that places higher weight on auditing filers who are least likely to respond to an audit request? If so, to what extent do these constraints contribute to racial audit disparities?

   C. Do IRS audit processes prioritize selecting tax filers for audit who are more likely to have made certain types of error (such as EITC and CTC error) relative to other errors, even when the other errors contribute the same or more to tax underreporting?

2. What characteristics used to identify potential tax under-reporting in the IRS’s audit selection algorithms are most associated with race, and which contribute most to disparities in audit selection? To what extent do these factors simply magnify barriers to tax filing that are unequally distributed by race?

The IRS may be reluctant to publicly disclose the full details behind their algorithms, to prevent any would-be tax evaders from gaming the audit selection process. But this should not stop the IRS from disclosing the specific characteristics in its algorithms that are acting as proxies for race and introducing bias into the audit selection process; such factors should be subjected to especially intense scrutiny and accountability. It is also insufficient to simply remove these characteristics from IRS algorithms without publicly disclosing them. To prevent racial bias from re-emerging in the future, questionable components of IRS algorithms should be
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subject to significant oversight and research scrutiny so that it is clear how they introduced such bias into the audit selection process in the first place.

3. How do administrative burdens in IRS audits contribute to disparities in audit selection and outcomes?

   A. Are the administrative burdens of the correspondence audit process inequitably distributed by race?

   B. To what extent are IRS algorithms “learning” over time to select tax filers with the greatest barriers to navigating audits and thereby reinforcing racial disparities in audit selection?

If any of these questions cannot be answered within 60 days, the report should detail what steps the IRS is taking to respond and when these questions will be answered.

As already noted, the Administration should not delay in taking immediate action to reduce audit disparities, even if further research is needed to better understand the full range of factors driving them.

ii. Annual or regular disclosures. The Administration can commit to annually or periodically estimating and disclosing disparities in rates of audit selection between Black to non-Black tax filers, including controlling for factors such as income and household composition. Regular reporting could also help to ensure that future changes to tax administration (such as adopting further use of machine learning algorithms as some have suggested) are implemented in ways that do not increase racial disparities in audit outcomes.

iii. Extension of analysis to other communities. As part of the 60-day report or subsequent reporting, the IRS should address the feasibility of extending this type of analysis to other racial and ethnic groups, including Latino, Asian American and Pacific Islander, and Native American/Alaska Native tax filers. Other recent Treasury research36 that uses similar methods for imputing the race and ethnicity of tax filers shows that it can be difficult to generate reliable estimates for certain communities with existing data sources. If this is the case, the report should clearly describe these methodological challenges – and what approaches could help overcome them. Further research could also aim to disaggregate audit rates along other lines of difference.

If the Administration does not proactively provide the information detailed above or commit to providing it, lawmakers and other relevant oversight bodies should ensure that they do so.

c. Remove refundable tax credits from “improper payments” reporting and bolster “tax gap” reporting. The IRS should not be subject to skewed requirements to focus

36 Cronin, DeFilippes, and Fisher, supra note 9.
more on refundable tax credit error than on other sources of tax non-compliance that contribute more to the tax gap. Accordingly, OMB should remove the EITC and other refundable tax credits from the PIIA’s reporting regime, which the Administration has incorrectly interpreted to require the IRS and Treasury to report more frequently and in more detail on “improper payments” of refundable tax credits such as the EITC and CTC than on sources of tax non-compliance among high-income tax filers and businesses. These imbalanced reporting requirements reflect long-standing racial and class biases around which groups should be investigated and punished for “fraud” by law enforcement authorities, versus which groups should not be because they are not deemed “criminally suspicious.” For more, see our issue brief.

d. **Make the correspondence audit process more accessible and equitable.** The Administration should explore options for reducing the administrative burdens in the correspondence audit process, which are potentially borne disproportionately by Black and other marginalized tax filers and may be feeding racial disparities in audit selection. As we have previously recommended, the IRS could conduct or facilitate research evaluating whether certain interventions can boost participation in correspondence audits, such as initiating repeated contact attempts or assigning personalized assistance to tax filers selected for audits. For more, see our previous report co-authored with the Center for Taxpayer Rights.

e. **Identify and remove inequitable barriers to reliable tax preparation services and guidance.** Our report has focused primarily on IRS algorithms, but other elements of tax administration may have disparate impacts by race that feed racial disparities in audit selection. Evidence suggests that most EITC errors are due to honest mistakes, not intentional fraud, and tax filers may not have equal access to guidance and services that help them file their tax returns accurately. For example, factors such as where the IRS does and does not offer in-person assistance for tax filing and settling disputes; lawmakers’ failure to require certain tax preparers to meet minimum standards for competency; and unequal access to plain-language tax guidance, online tools, and
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39 Bryant et al., supra note 5.


telephone assistance may all have impacts that differ by race, geography, and other dimensions of difference. Policymakers should seek to identify and remove barriers to accessing tax guidance and reliable tax preparation services, rather than allowing their effects to ripple through to choices about how to conduct compliance and audit activity. The Administration has already announced some efforts to expand access to tax filing assistance, and these efforts should continue to be prioritized.

f. **Invest in the evidence base.** This working paper reveals troubling racial disparities in the IRS’s audit selection process, but the fact that this research was conducted in the first place and released publicly is responsive to longstanding calls, from Dorothy Brown,42 Steven Dean,43 Jeremy Bearer-Friend,44 and other experts, for the IRS to release data that sheds light on the disparate impacts of tax policy and tax administration by race. It is also consistent with President Biden’s Executive Order 13985 from early 2021 on advancing racial equity through the federal government, which directs federal agencies to disaggregate administrative data by race.45

This study raises many new unanswered questions that will likely require further research and analysis. The Administration should prioritize investing in tax equity analysis across several offices, including Treasury’s Office of Tax Analysis (OTA), IRS Statistics of Income (SOI), and the IRS’s Research, Applied Analytics and Statistics Division (RAAS). Such investments are needed to provide lawmakers and the public with up-to-date information on whether audit disparities are widening or shrinking over time, and to inform IRS and Treasury decisions on how to most effectively address these disparities.

These steps would be consistent with President Biden’s recent Executive Order, released on February 16, 2023, that directs federal agencies to “prevent and remedy discrimination, including by protecting the public from algorithmic discrimination.”46 They are also consistent with several rights enumerated in the Taxpayer Bill of Rights that IRS Commissioner nominee Werfel referenced during his confirmation hearing, including “the right to quality service” and “the right to a fair and just tax system.”47
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46 The White House, supra note 2.